ESTT.,-APTRANSCO-O&M Service-Redeployment of 2 nos vacant Construction Foreman posts from TL&SS/Vijayawada circle administrative unit to TL&SS/Nellore circle administrative unit-Orders-Issued.

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

[PERSONNEL SERVICES]

Read the following:

Ref: 1.Lr.No.CE/VJA ZONE/Adm/PO-I/F.No.Dkt/D.No.906/12, dt.15.09.12
2.Lr.No.CE/VJA ZONE/Adm/PO-I/F.No.Dkt/D.No.917/12, dt.21.09.12

*****

ORDER:
In the references cited above, the CE/Vijayawada Zone has requested to divert 4 nos vacant Construction Foreman posts from TL&SS circle/Vijayawada jurisdiction to TL&SS circle/Nellore jurisdiction under control of EE/TLC/Ongole & EE/TLC/Nellore in order to provide equal promotion avenues in Vijayawada Zone.

2. After careful examination, it is hereby ordered that 2 nos vacant Construction Foreman posts from TL&SS/Vijayawada circle administrative unit (1 from O/o.EE/TLC/MRT/Vijayawada + 1 from MRT/TLC Subdivision/Vijayawada) shall be diverted to TL&SS/Nellore circle administrative unit.

P. RAMESH, I.A.S
JOINT MANAGING DIRECTOR
(COMMERCIAL,HRD,IPC&IT)

To
The Chief Engineer/Vijayawada Zone / Hyderabad.

Copy to the:-
CGM[HRD&Trg]// All functional heads
SE/TL&SS/Vijayawada//SE/TL&SS/Nellore
SE/TLC/Vijayawada
DE/Tech to Director(Transmission)
PS to Director(Projects)
PS to Director/Grid Operation
PS to JMD(Comml,HRD,IPC & IT)
PS to JMD(Distribution)
PS to JMD(Vigilance & Security)
PS to Director (Finance & Revenue)
PS to Chairman & Managing Director
CE/EA, Operation.RE&IT ----- with a request to arrange to place in website.
Pay officer//@OACPR//@Dy.CCA(Audit)///RAO(EBCA)
CRS//@Stock File//@Spare.
C.No.CGM[HRD&Trg]/DE[T&MMPP]/ADE [MPP]/A1/1079/2012

//FORWARDED ::: BY ORDER//

Sd/-
ASST. DIVISIONAL ENGINEER

----------------------------------------------------------------------

Energy saved is Energy produced
Electricity saved is Electricity produced